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This paper presents the information management of
Voice over Digital Subscriber line (VoDSL) network
architecture with implications for broadband access technology. A baseline test for the ability to support up
to eight derived lines on the Integrated Access Device
(IAD) for VoDSL by using voice quality transmission is
introduced. This scheme carries out voice compression
while countinously downloading files. A fixed wireline
network test for the broadband access evolution using
VoDSL technology has also been presented, which allows
service providers to offer multiple telephone lines over
a single subscriber access line in addition to high-speed
data transmission services. The design of an experimental VoDSL network architecture is presented. The
number of supported derived lines in the voice gateway
and IAD has been identified based on a variety of speeds
and standards for Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). The
novel results are presented in this paper.

loops to satisfy the expectations and demands
set for in both quantity and quality of services
(e.g., voice and data) [1], [2] and [3].

1. Introduction

There is now a range of different DSL technologies available for high-speed transmission over
twisted pair copper wire, which are appropriate to the requirements of different customers
such as: basic access, High bit rate Digital Subscriber Lines (HDSL), Symmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (SDSL), Very High bit rate Digital Subscriber Lines (VDSL), and Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL). ADSL is
used for asymmetric services to residential and
Small Office, Home Office (SOHO) customers.
It transmits high bit rate data in the down direction from the central office to the subscriber
(downstream), with typical bit rates from 1.5 to
8 Mb/s, and lower bit rate data in the reverse
(up) direction from the subscriber to the central office (upstream), with bit rates from 64 to
640 Kb/s [4] and [5].

One of the long-term objectives for telecommunications networks in the multimedia services
is to support the future of broadband access
network services. There is no doubt, today,
that the telecommunication of the fixed wireline networks is vastly adopting the VoDSL as
a broadband access technology. There has been
growing attention and concern in improving the
multimedia services by developing DSL technologies that can provide high bit rate communication over existing non-loaded subscriber

VoDSL has been developed with the rapid increase of the Internet and of the data traffic
through network convergence of voice and data
information [6]. This paper contains novel results that can be used in evaluating VoDSL solutions that offer multiple voice information
(including Fax transmission) connections simultaneously with data information onto the
high-speed digital line offered by ADSL. The
implications of the wireline access for ADSL
have been explored, focusing on the emerging VoDSL technologies by using voice qual-
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ity transmission with voice compression while
continuously downloading files and stressing
on testing to identify the maximum number of
supported derived phone lines per ANSI/CSA
loops.
The description of the test setup for the network
architecture is included in section 2. Section 3
is the overview of the twisted pair and ADSL
technique. Section 4 describes the fixed wireline test setup and section 5 shows the results
of the tests performed while section 6 is the
conclusion.
2. Description of Information and Network
Architecture
While continuously downloading files, voice
quality transmission with voice compression
was used to verify the ability to support up
to eight derived lines on the IADs for VoDSL.
The following DSL service levels were used 640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K, 3.0 M/512 K, and
1.5 M/256 K for each ANSI/CSA loops. Figure 1 shows the fixed wireline networks setup
for the access evolution of broadband services
using VoDSL technology for voice quality transmission. The voice quality transmission with
voice compression has been verified as has the
maximum number of line connections in compressed mode operation that can be supported
without any problems based on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Voice quality information transmission.

Customers can have multiple IADs based on
their needs. Each IAD has 4-8 telephone interfaces plus an Ethernet interface. For this
purpose, one IAD was tested based on VoDSL
solutions. Eight telephones were connected to
the IAD that resides in the customer premises
through Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS).
Data from the PC source running Files Transfer Protocol (FTP) was provided to the IAD via
the Ethernet. IAD interconnects the Customer’s
Premises Equipment (CPE) and ADSL service.
It also converts POTS to Asynchronous Transfer
Mode Adaptation Layer type 2 (AAL2). It uses
the same Virtual Path Identifier/Virtual Channel Identifier (VPI/VCI) for voice and data.
Therefore, these have to be mapped to unique
values before transmission on the same pipe out
of the Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM). All the voice calls are digitized in the form of AAL2 cells and sent over the
same Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC). AAL2
allows the use of the same VPI/VCI for multiple users. Users do not necessarily have to
coexist in an ATM cell. Each cell can carry
data from just one user. The data rides separate
PVC. Both these PVCs are transported over the
ADSL copper connection to a DSLAM. The
DSLAM aggregates all the PVCs onto a single connection and sends it to a switch. The
switch separates the voice and data calls. The
voice PVCs go to a voice gateway and the voice
gateway converts the ATM traffic into Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)-analog traffic and
interfaces to a Class 5 switch via GR-303 Interfaces. The voice calls go to Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) that are connected
to POTS, which carries the voice calls to the
telephones. On the other hand, the data is sent
to a router through Digital Signal-level 3 (DS3) and to the Internet then to a PC running FTP
through Ethernet.
Confirmation of the dial tone on all the ports
of the IAD was needed. This was achieved by
connecting phones to the ports and taking them
off the hook at the same time and recording the
number of phones that simultaneously had dial
tones. Calls were made from each port of the
IAD to a phone connected to the PSTN and repeated in the same way from a PSTN phone to
each port of the IAD. Voice compression was
enabled and the number of phones having dial
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tones was verified. These tests performances
are based on the Asymmetric Digital Subscriber
Line Wireline Simulator (ADSL WLS), which
is located between the IAD (at customer) and
DSLAM (at Central Office (CO)). ADSL WLS
was used to generate and receive the traffic between the customer and CO after assigning the
following loops: CSA loop #6 (9kft of 26 AWG
wire), ANSI loop #7 with 24 DSL disturbers,
ANSI loop #9 with 24 DSL disturbers, ANSI
loop #13 with 24 DSL disturbers, CSA loop #4
with 10 ADSL disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers
and 24 DSL disturbers, CSA loop #6 with 10
ADSL disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers and 24
DSL disturbers, CSA loop #8 with 10 ADSL
disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers and 24 DSL
disturbers, mid-CSA loop #6 with 10 T1 disturbers in an adjacent binder group, 9kft, 12kft
and 15kft of 26 AWG cable operating at 6 dB
margin, and null loop.
3. Overview of Twisted Pair and
ADSL Technique
Two insulated copper wires twisted around each
other are called twisted pair. It is a common
form of copper cabling used for telephones and
data communications. The twisting protects
the communications from electromagnetic frequency and radio frequency interference. The
cable may be shielded or unshielded. Figure 2 illustrates the typical configuration of a
POTS distribution cable in the loop plant (the
twisted pair wire infrastructure), that connects
customers to the telephone company network.
Each pair in the distributed cable may be used
like an end user to the CO for full duplex analog
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voice transmission. A twisted pair is characterized by the diameter based on the following: its
copper wire gauge (such as 24 and 26 which
are the most frequently used in the USA), its
twist length, and the way it is isolated. Multiple
bridge taps are frequently used along each pair
near either end or at an intermediate point when
the distribution cable is laid [7].
A bridge tap permits all the pairs in the cable
to be used or reused to serve any new customer
along the cable route. It consists of an unterminated section of Unshielded Twisted Pair
(UTP) wiring connected in shunt (which distorts the transmission of electrical signals) to a
twisted pair of a distribution cable. The other
bridge taps of the same pair remain terminated
by an open circuit, when a new end user is connected to the CO on one of the pairs. Signal loss
and distortion can exist due to the reflection of
signals from the unterminated bridged taps.
ADSL promises enough bandwidth to deliver
many types of multimedia services to the end
user via the existing local loops. Figure 3 shows
how the local-loop bandwidth is used in ADSL
line. Figure 4 illustrates how a single twisted
pair is used between the CO and the CPE with
the ADSL modems being located at each end

Fig. 3. ADSL frequency spectrum.

Fig. 2. Configuration of a distribution cable.
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Fig. 4. ADSL access line.

of the line. Today, standard xDSL (a genetic
name for a family of digital lines) solutions focus mainly on data services such as high-speed
Internet access. In Figure 5 the VoDSL solution
based on ADSL access line proposes to take
advantage of high data bandwidth available at
the ADSL line, to carry one or more voice band
services (such as fax, voice band modem, and
analog and digital voice) together with the regular data stream.

Fig. 6. NEXT and FEXT crosstalk.

the same end of a twisted pair cable. FEXT
occurs from adjacent transmitters at the transmitter end that couples to the receiver of another system. Figure 6 shows two types of
DSL crosstalk where pairs j and i belong to
the same distribution cable and operate in full
duplex. The NEXT and FEXT models are often
used for studies in industry forums as a starting
point. The 1 % worst is the case for one type
of a source of crosstalk [9]. The Power Spectral
Densities (PSDs) of NEXT and FEXT due to
one pair-to-pair crosstalk disturber (source) are
NEXT(f ) = M(f )XN f 3/2
FEXT(f ) = M(f )XF f 2 d |T(f )|2

Fig. 5. VoDSL solution based on ADSL access Line.

This can benefit the customers by providing
higher flexibility with the following new services: no need to replace existing devices, no
waiting for new voice lines (including selfprovisioning of new services), one stop shopping for voice and data services, and lower
prices due to bundled offerings, more bandwidth
and voice lines over an infrastructure, low costs
to the manufacture, and the ability to grow the
number of voice lines.
However, there are some limitations of copper
lines that reduce the ability to transfer information [8]: First, crosstalk, which is the undesired
coupling of a signal from one communication
channel to another, occurs when some of the
transmissions signal energy leaks from the cable. Crosstalk can be the largest noise impairment in a twisted pair and often considerably
reduces transmission performance of DSL systems. Crosstalk on xDSL systems can be divided into two categories; Near End Crosstalk
(NEXT) and Far End Crosstalk (FEXT). NEXT
occurs between a transmitter and a receiver at

where f is the frequency, M(f ) is the PSD of the
distributing signal, d is the loop length, T(f ) is
the transfer function of the loop, XN and XF are
constants determined by measurements [10].
Second, Bridge tap reflections, unterminated
bridge taps that are installed on the twisted pair
cables transferring DSL signals can result in
signal distortion. It comes from the reflections
of signal energy reflections off the bridge taps
and causes interference at the higher xDSL frequencies. Third, Radio Frequency Interferer
(RFI) occurs when electrical signals from other
sources, such as radio signals, enter into the
transmission line and it reduces the data transmission capacity of the DSL line. Fourth, frequency response depends on a variety of factors
including the dimension of the copper wire and
insulation type. The frequency response applied
to the copper wire pair is directly proportional to
the attenuation of the line and the signal energy
leakage.
Fifth, audio loading coils are used to adjust the
frequency response of the twisted pair line to
better transfer audio signals. However, they
completely disable the ability of the line to be
used for high frequency DSL signals. Sixth,
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line attenuation has two parts, splice attenuation and resistance attenuation. The line splice
attenuates the signal and the amount of signal attenuation varies depending on the type of splice
such as twist and the amount of corrosion inside
the splice. The copper cable resistance depends
on the diameter of the cable; it is inversely proportional to the diameter and to the transferred
energy to the receiving device. It is directly proportional to the signal energy and is dissipated
by the line.
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Figure 8 shows some examples of the copper
loops impairments as made up of pairs from sections of several cables between the central office
and the customer. Because the fax requires 64
kbps operations, if dial tones are detected on
eight ports in the fax transmission during voice
compression while simultaneously downloading files, it will not be possible for all faxes to
be sent at the same time.

4. Fixed Wireline Network Setup
Fax transmission with voice compression was
used while simultaneously downloading files to
verify the ability to support up to eight derived
lines on the IADs for VoDSL. The following
DSL service levels were used – 640 K/640 K,
1.5 M/384 K, 3.0 M/512 K, and 1.5 M/256 K
for each ANSI/CSA loops as used in the voice
quality setup. Figure 7 shows the fixed wireline networks test setup for the access evolution
of multimedia services using VoDSL technology for fax transmission. Fax transmission with
voice compression has been verified as has the
maximum number of line connections in compressed mode operation that can be supported
without any problems based on Figure 7.
Fig. 8. Examples of ANSI/ CSA loops descriptions.

5. Results

Fig. 7. Fax transmission configuration.

The ATM switch in Figure 7 multiplexes the
traffic of voice and data over voice lines. The
voice gateway converts the ATM traffic into
TDM-analog traffic and interfaces to a Class
5 switch via GR-303 Interfaces. The data goes
to PSTN that is connected to POT, which carries
the fax to the PC running fax software.

During the voice quality transmission testing
that included ADSL loops impairments it was
found that on certain loops not all eight derived lines were supported. Figure 9 shows the
statistics of DSL service levels over different
loops versus the number of lines supported at
640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K and 3.0 M/512 K.
At these speeds the DSL service levels have the
same results for each ANSI/CSA loop. It could
be seen that ANSI loops (#7, #9, and #13) with
24 DSL disturbers support five, three, and five
lines respectively. However, the rest of the loops
are supported by eight lines.
Figure 10 shows that none of the eleven loops
are supported by eight lines at the DSL service
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level 1.5 M/256 K. Observations based on figures 9 and 10 reveal that the three ANSI loops
(#7, #9, and #13) with 24 DSL disturbers remained constant at every speed. By comparing
each DSL service level to the number of lines
supported for every loop, the following observation was made: the CSA loop #6 (9kft of 26
AWG wire) is at all the speeds with the exception of DSL service level of 1.5 M/256 K which
supports eight lines. This is also the case for
the remaining loops with the exception of the
three ANSI loops (#7, #9, and #13), which are
supported by not more than five lines. Therefore, it can be concluded that ANSI loops #7,
#9 and #13 are not effective loops, they support five lines and less at every speed and this
can be seen on the two different plot settings.
Also, DSL service level 1.5 M/256 K seems as
though it were unable to support more than six
lines.

FEXT) is one major internal noise factor that affects on the capacity of VoDSL based on ADSL
loops impairments. The performance estimation of the actual power sum crosstalk characteristic is different for each individual cable and
for each pair combination. At high speed digital
transmission, the transfer function interference
characteristics of each loop are determined by
the length and gauge of the cable segments of
which it is composed and by the geometry of
connection of those segments. This can also
include bridge taps.
Moreover, the loop population can put stress
on the transmission system that may limit the
performance of the VoDSL technology. Signal
reflections (echoes) are a difficult problem in
a high-speed transmission on copper loops because of: wide impedance variations from loop
to loop, the large difference between transmit,
and receive levels on long loops. Impulse noise
is a transient waveform that occurs infrequently
and has a high peak relative to typical peaks
of the background noise. Impulse noise due to
loops make (or break) signals and ringing signals, which propagates on adjacent pairs in the
destitution cable and is very difficult to predict
and analyze [11] and [7].

Fig. 9. DSL service level 640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K &
3.0 M/512 K.

Finally, it can be justified that CSA loop #4
with 10 ADSL disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers
and 24 DSL disturbers, CSA loop #6 with 10
ADSL disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers and 24
DSL disturbers, CSA loop #8 with 10 ADSL
disturbers, 10 HDSL disturbers and 24 DSL disturbers, CSA loop #6 for both mid-CSA loops,
9kft of 26 AWG, 12kft of 26 AWG, 15kft of 26
AWG and the null loop are the best carrier loops
to be used within a VoDSL for the maximum
number of supported derived phone lines in the
voice quality transmission with voice compression while continuously downloading files.
While testing the fax transmission that included
ADSL loop impairments it was found that on
certain loops not all eight derived lines were
supported. The crosstalk noise (NEXT and

Fig. 10. DSL service level 1.5 M/256 K.

Figure 11 shows the statistics of DSL service
levels over different loops versus the number of
lines supported at 640K / 640K, 1.5M / 384K
and 3.0M / 512K. At these speeds, the DSL
service levels have the same results for each
ANSI/CSA loop. It could be seen that ANSI
loops (#7, #9, and #13) with 24 DSL disturbers
are supported by four, two, and five lines respectively. However, the rest of the loops are
supported by eight lines.
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loops, they support five lines or less at every
speed and this can be seen on the two different plot settings. In addition, DSL service level
1.5 M/256 k seems unable to support more than
six lines.
Lastly, it can be justified that CSA loop #6, for
mid-CSA loops, 9kft of 26 AWG, 12kft of 26
AWG, 15kft of 26 AWG and the null loop (of
course!) are the best carrier loops to be used
within a VoDSL.
Fig. 11. DSL service level 640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K
and 3.0 M/512 K.

Figure 12 shows that none of the eleven loops
are supported by eight lines at the DSL service
level 1.5 M/256 K. Observations based on Figures 11 and 12 reveal that the three ANSI loops
(#7, #9, and #13) with 24 DSL disturbers remained constant at every speed.
These results are based on comparing each DSL
service level that represents the number of lines
supported vs. loop impairment. In addition, by
comparing each loop impairment that represents
the number of lines supported vs. DSL speeds.

6. Conclusion
Based on the experimental VoDSL network architecture and the following DSL service levels
640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K, 3.0 M/512 K, and
1.5 M/256 K for each ANSI/CSA loop by using voice quality transmission testing with voice
compression while continuously downloading
files, it was found that on certain loops not all
eight derived lines were supported on IADs for
VoDSL solution. However, some were supported, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 respectively.
Based on the following DSL service levels
640 K/640 K, 1.5 M/384 K, 3.0 M/512 K, and
1.5 M/256 K for each ANSI/CSA loop by using
fax transmission with voice compression while
simultaneously downloading files, it was found
that on certain loops not all eight derived lines
were supported on IADs for VoDSL solution.
However, some were supported, as shown in
Figures 11 and 12 respectively.
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